Role of proteins in protection against radiation-induced damage in membranes.
The effect of gamma irradiation on liposomes in the presence of a large number of commercially available proteins has been studied. Experiments were designed to demonstrate that the configuration of both acyl chain and cis C = C bonds created by lipid-protein associations are crucial in autocatalyzed radiation-induced lipid peroxidation. Raman spectroscopy was used to characterize these states. Raman spectra in the C-C stretching region show three prominent bands at 1064, 1090, and 1125 cm-1, assigned to trans, gauche, and trans C-C bonds, respectively. A single symmetrical C = C stretching band assigned to the cis isomer occurs at 1660 cm-1. The intensity ratios (I1064/I1090) and (I1660/I1440) are used as Raman probes to define the conformational states of acyl chains and C = C bonds, respectively. Our data show that the ratio (I1064/I1090) decreases in the presence of proteins, indicating that these proteins induce more gauche structures. Upon irradiation, the ratio (I1064/I1090) increases by about 30% in the absence of proteins and by about 15% in the presence of proteins. This shows that proteins retain the gauche structures in irradiated samples. The ratio (I1660/I1440) decreases in liposomes containing proteins, showing that proteins modify the configuration of cis C = C bonds. Upon irradiation, this ratio decreases by about 45-50% in samples without proteins and by about 10% in samples with proteins. These data show that proteins inhibit the radiation-induced configurational changes in the cis C = C bonds. The determination of radiation-induced peroxides (as malondialdehyde equivalents) in liposomes reveals that proteins inhibit the formation of peroxide products at low molar ratio and that the preventive capacity of different proteins is different. We conclude that proteins alter the conformation of both acyl chains and cis C = C bonds in liposomes and that these altered states are less sensitive to radiation-induced peroxidation.